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ABSTRACT 
 

The IST project BROADWAY aims at proposing a hybrid 
dual frequency system based on a tight integration of 
HIPERLAN/2 OFDM high spectrum efficiently 
technology at 5GHz and an innovative fully ad-hoc 
extension of it at 60GHz named HIPERSPOT. This 
concept extends and complements existing 5GHz 
broadband wireless LAN systems in the 60GHz range 
for providing a new solution to very dense urban 
deployments and hot spot coverage.  This system is to 
guarantee nomadic terminal mobility in combination 
with higher capacity (achieving data rates exceeding 
100Mbps). This tight integration between both types of 
system (5/60GHz) will result in wider acceptance and 
lower cost of both systems through massive silicon 
reuse. This new radio architecture will by construction 
inherently provide backward compatibility with current 
5GHz WLANs (ETSI BRAN HIPERLAN/2) and thus, 
the innovations coming out of this project will be a 
driver for standardization and spectrum allocation of the 
next ETSI BRAN HIPERLAN generations. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 
The user throughputs provided by existing 2.4GHz 
WLAN solutions (IEEE802.11b) and new 5GHz OFDM 
ones (IEEE802.11a, HIPERLAN/2) are already foreseen 
as insufficient for providing enough throughput for very 
dense urban deployment (e.g. hot spot coverage). This is 
the motivation for the proposal of new wider bandwidth 
WLAN solutions. 
The BROADWAY system concept is presented here. It 
aims at an extension of the existing wireless local area 
network (WLAN) technology in terms of capacity and 
privacy in an evolutionary way while providing 
additionally ad-hoc network functionalities. In a first 
section the overall system concept and the main 
objectives are explained. Then, spectrum issues and 

several potential scenarios are presented. Closely linked 
to the latter ones, deployment issues and resulting 
MAC/DLC functionalities are indicated. After having 
clarified the project from a system point of view, the 
following sections i) summarize initial results on 
suitable base-band parameters, ii) present a suitable and 
low-cost RF architecture and finally iii) predictions on 
technological progress in the context of our needs. 

 
II. VISION AND OBJECTIVE 

 
The vision is to extend existing broadband wireless 
LAN systems for providing a new solution to very 
dense urban deployments and hot spot coverage while 
meeting the user expectations in terms of available 
throughput. Moreover, nomadic terminal mobility in 
combination with higher capacity, i.e. data rates up to 
500Mbps per user, shall be possible. Therefore, an 
extension of WLAN systems in the 5GHz band by new 
modes in the unlicensed 59-65GHz bands seems to be 
particularly suited.  
 
Though current WLAN primarily mainly targets the 
office and home environments, 5GHz as well as 60GHz 
systems are seen in beyond 3G scenarios at 
complementing the wide area cellular infrastructure to 
provide fast public download capabilities. Thus it is 
foreseen that high geographical density deployment of 
such systems will occur in many major European cities, 
in the near future at least for 5GHz WLANs. Since only 
a limited amount of radio channels are available for the 
latter ones, a penalty in terms of the system throughput 
will occur due to inter-system interference. In many 
cases the dynamic frequency selection will not be able 
to resolve this problem. Even applying big 5GHz multi-
beam antennas suited for fixed access in outdoor 
environment will not cost efficiently address this issue. 
In such cases it will be favorable to have an additional 
means to offload the 5GHz radio channels from 
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interference for avoiding spectrum congestion while 
maintaining high data rate throughput.  
 
BROADWAY, IST-2001-32686, is a European research 
project within the 5th framework for research of the 
European Community in the Information Society 
Technologies (IST) research programme. Its approach 
substantially differs from other research projects 
finished or just in progress [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 
11, 12] dealing with such topics as 40 or 60GHz 
communications, broadband wireless access and/or ad-
hoc networking. BROADWAY aims at bridging the 5GHz 
band and 59-65GHz bands by the following means: A 
dual frequency hybrid WLAN is conceived such that a 
smooth evolution from 5GHz OFDM HIPERLAN/2 
[13] technology towards 60GHz is granted while 
preserving backwards compatibility and providing, at 
the same time, an increased total system throughput of 
100 to 500 Mbps. The higher data rates will be achieved 
by a bandwidth expansion in the 60GHz bands. 
Leveraging existing 5GHz products for a low-cost 
60GHz solution will allow competitive product designs. 
In the framework of the project, key parts of the 
BROADWAY concept will be demonstrated on a specific 
platform already available containing a large FPGA 
handling the PHY proposed functions (1.5Mgates) and a 
fast embedded processor implementing the MAC/DLC 
protocols together with a dual 5/60GHz QMMIC front-
end. 
 

III. SPECTRUM ISSUES 
 
Smulders [14] presents the available spectra in the 
60GHz area. In Europe, there are two bands available: 
59-63 GHz and 65-66 GHz. However, there is a 
practically worldwide overlap on the 59-62 GHz band 
only: still this represents already a 3GHz opportunity!  
As presented before, it should be possible to plug 
standard 5GHz products to the 60GHz front-end in 
order to create low-cost transceiver devices. Up/Down-
converting a HIPERLAN/2 signal at 5/60GHz to 
60/5GHz makes this possible. However, the high 
frequency bands must be chosen such that image 
frequencies in the transmitter at 5GHz below the carrier 
frequency, which occur due to the up-conversion stage, 
lie in bands where spurious emissions are tolerated. In 
the receiver, intermediate frequencies must be chosen 
such that no high power emitter lies in neighbouring 
bands, e.g. radars, etc.  
 

IV. SYSTEM SCENARIOS AND MAC/DLC 
FUNCTIONALITIES 

 
The following BROADWAY scenarios are considered for 
the system definition: 
 (i) Hot spots in a vendor area, trains and stations and 
cyber-cafes. A very important scenario for BROADWAY 
application is the coverage of physically well-defined 
areas in an outdoor very dense urban environment. 
More than simply a way to provide Internet access 

anywhere anytime, this is also a requirement from 
vendors which will attract people to come close to their 
advertising areas by offering certain radio based 
services for free. The very exact definition of the area of 
coverage is necessary in this case and is possible with 
60GHz radio small size directional/shaped antennas 
while the connection of these SPOT terminals with the 
backbone will be achieved through conventional 2G/3G 
network. 
 (ii) High density residential dwellings (c.f. figure 1) 
and flats. Extending WLAN in the 60GHz range, where 
radio signals hardly penetrate concrete/brick walls will 
inherently grant no interference with neighboring cells 
(e.g. other room/office, other apartment). In areas, 
where there are good environmental conditions (e.g. 
line-of-sight) between communicating radio terminals 
the devices will commute to the 60GHz radio frequency 
band, which will offload the 5GHz radio resources from 
data traffic and interference significantly. Neighboring 
homes will become really private on a physical level. 
(iii) Corporate environments. Large office spaces are 
covered by the 60GHz WLAN. Everywhere else, access 
to the 5GHz network is possible, for example in small 
personal offices or meeting rooms.  
Table 1 resumes the requirement assumptions for the 
three cases. As a consequence, a resulting aggregate 
user data rate of up to 500 Mbps  is required. 
 
Case Density 

Devices/Surface 
User Rate 

Mbps 
Aggregate 
User Rate, 

Mbps 
(i) 100/100m2 10-100 500 
(ii) 10/100m2 50-200 500 
(iii) 50/100m2 Application 

depending 
500 

Table 1: BROADWAY Scenario Definitions. 
 
In all scenarios, the access points (APs) cover both 
bands at any moment. The mobile terminals (MTs) 
address only one of the two bands (5/60GHz) at a time. 
Hereby, the 5GHz network ensures the continuity of 
coverage and the centralization of signalling. Very high 
data rates are achieved through peer-to-peer 
communications at 60GHz. In case of saturation of the 
5GHz band, centralized offloading mechanisms map the 
5GHz spectrum to 60GHz through vertical handover 
(c.f. figure 2) allowing a seamless switching. Since the 
TDD-TDMA OFDM frame structure of HIPERLAN/2 
is kept even at 60GHz, there is the ability to manage ad-
hoc networking while yet preserving some level of 
Quality of Service (QoS). 
 

V. BASEBAND AND RF ISSUES 
 
Two different sets of base-band parameters are to be 
designed. The first set aims at a BRAN HIPERLAN/2 
compatible mode where 5GHz channels are ideally just 
up-converted to 60GHz; however, some minor 
modifications are necessary in order to be compliant 



with the low-cost constraints. Particularly the choice of 
the carrier spacing is impacted, since 60GHz front-ends 
are expected to introduce far more phase noise 
compared to the 5GHz solutions. 
The second parameter set defines a completely new 
mode taking into account latest research results in the 
OFDM field. It is called HIPERSPOT extension. The 
base-band requirements are derived from scenario needs 
and from RF requirements. Important inputs from the 
scenarios are the user data rates as well as the mobile 
and environmental mobility leading to time dependent 
channel variations. Important RF constraints are, for 
example, the power profile and the length of the impulse 
response of the 60GHz channel combined with 
transmitter and receiver filters which determines the 
length of the OFDM guard interval. Phase noise issues 
impact the choice of the carrier spacing, which needs to 
be larger at 60GHz than at 5GHz for low-cost receivers. 
The user data rate requirements impact the choice of the 
channel bandwidth and thus the sampling frequency. 
Short, but spectrally efficient OFDM symbols are 
possible based on the stacked-OFDM approach. Thus, 
several sub-channels are stacked together, requiring 
only few zero-carriers between themselves.  
Additionally, this approach is leading to interesting 
MAC/DLC mechanisms, since several sub-channels can 
be reserved for one or more users at different instants of 
time. Moreover, new OFDM modulation schemes are 
under consideration.  State of the art Zero-Padded 
OFDM [15] is a promising candidate since it grants 
symbol recovery irrespective of channel nulls. That is to 
say, it enables the decoding of all OFDM carriers even 
if certain carriers are deeply attenuated by channel nulls 
(in absence of noise). Note that more advanced 
modulation solutions are under investigation yielding an 
easy semi-blind channel estimation and tracking. Since 
the impact of Doppler at 60GHz for a given mobility is 
12 times higher than in the 5GHz band, blind tracking 
strategies are desirable for limiting the traditional 
resulting pilot overhead leading to spectral efficient 
schemes. Additionally, single-user spread spectrum 
techniques [16] are under consideration for better 
channel frequency diversity exploitation (e.g. single 
carrier with cyclic prefix). Finally, it is intended to 
define the OFDM symbols such that new low-power 
architectural approaches are possible. For example, a 
reduction on the A/D converter requirements is planned 
while correcting the inherent clipping effects in digital. 
Another approach is to reduce the memory of the 
channel encoder, thus maximum likelihood decoding in 
the receiver becomes far less complex. The loss of 
frequency diversity may be regained by combining 
these short encoders with the above mentioned single-
user spread-spectrum techniques. These allow various 
levels of performance/complexity trade-offs in the 
decoder. Thus, vendors may propose multiple solutions 
ranging from low cost and medium performance to 
medium cost and high performance.  
 
Concerning the RF module, the goal is to provide a low 
cost integrated front-end architecture with dual 
5/60GHz frequency operation. For its high integration 

capabilities, the front-end is modeled/fabricated using 
integrated QMMIC multi-functional blocks. QMMIC is 
based on the combination of conventional MMIC using 
on hybrid HEMPT (High Electron Mobility 
Pseudomorphic Transistor) technology and Resonant 
Tunneling Diodes. In order to allow dual frequency 
operation, 5GHz is considered as an intermediate 
frequency. This way the 60GHz extension can be 
plugged to a 5GHz system and consists in a 5-to-60GHz 
up-converter in the transmitter and a corresponding 
down-converter combined with a LNA in the receiver as 
depicted in figure 3. From a technological point of view, 
though SiGe seems a suitable technology for the 5GHz 
transceiver, the additional 60GHz front-end will rather 
aim at the InP technology combined with some external 
filters. InP offers superior performance in terms of 
noise, Fmax, power handling, etc. Moreover, together 
with larger Fmax, a larger feature size is useable making 
InP processing cheaper than GaAs. It is expected that 
the packaged price of InP and GaAs will be roughly 
equivalent in 5 years time for the small feature size. 
 

VI. CONCLUSION 
 
The mission of BROADWAY is to provide a hybrid 
system solution able to cope with near term user 
throughput requirements coping for very dense urban 
deployments while granting a smooth evolution path to 
current 5GHz OFDM WLAN technologies.  
BROADWAY consists in a two systems solution bridging 
the 5 and 60GHz band incorporating innovative 
concepts on the DLC/RF/Baseband layers. It is expected 
to be a potential candidate for future WLAN standards. 
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Figure 1: Illustration of BroadWay in the home environment 



 

Figure 2: Network topology 

Figure3: Illustration of the dual frequency RF architecture 


